Hubbard Street Dance Chicago announces three new members to the Board of Directors

Jasminka Milpak, James Schulte, and Yasmine Winkler join the prestigious Hubbard Street Board of Directors
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CHICAGO – Hubbard Street Dance Chicago announces today the appointment of three new members to its Board of Directors: Jasminka Milpak, James Schulte, and Yasmine Winkler.

Jasminka Milpak is the Chief Operating Officer and Chief of Staff for the National Commercial Banking line at CIBC. She has worked with CIBC since 2013, previously as Managing Director of Commercial Banking FP&A. In 2016, she was a World Business Chicago fellow and supported the ChicagoNExt-FinTech initiative. Milpak was previously a commercial real estate manager with Bank of America, where she was the Co-Chair of LEAD for Women affinity group, tasked with promoting women’s professional development within the organization. Milpak holds an MBA from Northwestern University Kellogg School of Management, and a BA in economics and international relations from Beloit College.

James Schulte has been the Director of Exelorate Growth with Exelon since February 2018, leading Growth Board meetings and helping to create strategies for technology innovation and cultural change. Schulte has worked for Citigroup, was an associate with McKinsey and Company, and was the Managing Director with Energy Impact Partners in in NYC. Schulte holds a BA in History from Yale, a JD from the University of Chicago Law School (where he co-founded the environmental law society), and an MBA from the University of Chicago Booth School of Business (where he co-chaired the Energy Group).

Yasmine Winkler is the CEO of United Healthcare, Central Region, where she serves as an executive leader on the Diversity and Inclusion council, where she has created new tools that make it easier for consumers to access health care benefits. Winkler was named one of Chicago’s 2018 most notable women in health care by Crain’s Business Chicago. She is an alumna of Leadership Greater Chicago and affiliated with organizations including The Association of Latino Professionals for America, the National Hispanic Health Foundation, The Alumni Society, The National Hispanic Latina Institute, Women in the Boardroom, and The Chicago Network. Winkler has a Bachelor of Arts in English and environmental studies from Northeastern Illinois University in Chicago and a Master of Science in health care delivery science from the Tuck School of Business and Geisel School of Medicine at Dartmouth College in Hanover, N.H.
About Hubbard Street
Hubbard Street Dance Chicago’s core purpose is to bring artists, art and audiences together to enrich, engage, educate, transform and change lives through the experience of dance. Celebrating Season 41 in 2018–19, under the artistic leadership of Glenn Edgerton and Executive Leadership of David McDermott, Hubbard Street continues to innovate, supporting ascendant creative talent while presenting repertory by internationally recognized living artists. Hubbard Street has grown through the establishment of multiple platforms alongside the Lou Conte Dance Studio — now in its fifth decade of providing a wide range of public classes and pre-professional training — while extensive Youth, Education, Community, Adaptive Dance and Family Programs keep the organization deeply connected to its hometown. Visit hubbardstreetdance.com for artist profiles, touring schedules, and much more.
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